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THANK YOU NOTES
Cards measure 3.5 x 5 ins. - 25 cards per box with envelopes

Perhaps you sent a lovely card

Your kind expression
of sympathy and
friendship
will always remain
in our memories.
Thank you
for your
thoughtfulness.

Or sat quietly in a chair,
Perhaps you sent a funeral spray,

Your thoughtfulness
means a lot to us

If so we saw it there.

--More than we can say--

Perhaps you spoke the kindest words,

And our warm appreciation

As any friend could say;

comes with this

Perhaps you were not there at all,
Just thought of us that day.

thank-you note today.

choices below or provide your own.
Greetings are printed on the covers
leaving the inside blank to write

Whatever you did to console our hearts,

By the family of
(Name)

Please select a greeting from the

We thank you so much whatever the part.

By the family of

By the family of

(Name)

personal notes.

(Name)

A - White with
Embossed Panel

D - Plain White

E - Plain Parchment

Your kindness and sympathy
are more deeply appreciated
than any word of thanks
can ever express.

Thank you for
your kindness and sympathy
at a time when it was
deeply appreciated.

Thank you
for keeping us
in your thoughts and prayers
during our time of sorrow.

#SS815
--------------Your kind expression
of sympathy and friendship
will always remain
in our memories.
Thank you
for your
thoughtfulness.

#SS18
--------------------------------Your kind expression
of sympathy
is deeply appreciated
and
gratefully acknowledged

#102
--------------------------------Your thoughtfulness
means a lot to us
--More than we can say-And our warm appreciation comes
With this thank-you note today.

#SS58
---------------------------------

#104
--------------------------------Perhaps you sent a lovely card
Or sat quietly in a chair,
Perhaps you sent a funeral spray,
If so we saw it there.
Perhaps you spoke the kindest words,
As any friend could say;
Perhaps you were not there at all,
Just thought of us that day.
Whatever you did to console our hearts,
We thank you so much whatever the part.

#101
--------------------------During a time
like this
we realize how much
our friends really mean
to us.....
Your expression
of sympathy will always
be remembered
#100
--------------------------Your kind expression
of sympathy
Will always be
remembered

#106

There is a saying...
"People will forget what you did...
They may forget what you said... But
they will never forget how you made
them feel."
Thank you for caring.
#103
--------------------------------Words cannot express the
feelings in our hearts.
Thank you for being with us
during this difficult time.
Your thoughts, prayers and
words of sympathy will
always be remembered.

#108

#872
---------------------------------

As difficult as these times
seem to us now,
our sorrow turns to strength
because of friends
and family like you.
Thank-you for your kindness
#109
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All Greetings will include “By the family of ….
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THANK YOU NOTES
“By the family of (Name)” will be added below each Greeting
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B916 - Pink or B918 - Green
Greeting Inside:
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Your kind expression
of sympathy and friendship will
always remain
in our memories.
Thank you
for your
thoughtfulness.

B588
Greeting Inside:
Your thoughtfulness
Means a lot to us
–More than we can say–
And our warm appreciation comes
With this thank-you note today.

SS848 (Pre-printed on the outside
Greeting can be printed on the
inside.

L227
Greeting of choice will be
Printed on the
Inside of card
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THANK YOU NOTES
The Cards below come pre-printed with the greeting shown.
“By the family of (Name)” will be added below the Greeting

Iris #253454

Pink Floral #253459

Inside Greeting:

Inside Greeting:
Rose #258895
Inside Greeting:

Dove #253455

Flag #253414

P120
Select a Greeting
For Inside of Card
See page 1
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